Repeated confidence intervals in self-designing clinical trials and switching between noninferiority and superiority.
In self-designing clinical trials, repeated confidence intervals are derived for the parameter of interest where the results of the independent study stages are combined using the generalized inverse chi-square-method. The confidence intervals can be calculated at each interim analysis and always hold the predefined overall nominal confidence level. Moreover, the confidence intervals calculated during the course of the trial are nested in the sense that a calculated interval is completely contained in all the previously calculated intervals. During the course of the self-designing trial the sample sizes as well as the number of study stages can be determined simultaneously in a completely adaptive way. The adaptive procedure allows an early stop for significance. The clinical trial may be originally designed either to show noninferiority or superiority. However, in each interim analysis, it is possible to change the planning from showing superiority to showing noninferiority or vice versa. Since the repeated confidence intervals are nested, there is no risk to loose the noninferiority once showed when, after an interim analysis, the trial is continued in an attempt to reach superiority. A simulation study investigates the behavior of the considered confidence intervals. The performance of the derived nested repeated confidence intervals is also demonstrated in examples showing both kinds of switching during an ongoing trial.